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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on three strategies of innovational

rhetoric used by Whittle Communications in 1989. This rhetoric

was used in an attempt to gain acceptance for Whittle's Channel

One programming, which Whittle was attempting to place into the

New York state school system. This paper's primary focus is on

the message features that make an innovation accepted by a mass

audience.



Whittle Communications and Channel One:

Rhetorical Strategies of Innovation

At its June, 1989, board meeting, the New York State Board

of Regents met to discuss television programming proposed to be

distributed to the students of school districts of New York. A

state education department lawyer had issued a memorandum that

suggested commercial broadcasts, specifically those of Whittle

Communications and Channel One, in the schools could be consid-

ered illegal. Channel One is a prcgram that is broadcast to many

schools around the nation and has caused much controversy with

the nation's educational community.

This controversy and the circumstances which surround it

provide for a unique opportunity to study rhetorical strategies

of innovation within a context of issue management. Specifical-

ly, I will focus on the use of three strategies of innovational

rhetoric (1. denial of controversy, 2. subtle criticism of exist-

ing institutions, 3. projection of a rhetorical vision) as an

issue management strategy. To examine the use of rhetorical

strategies of innovation, I will examine the corporate discourse

of Whittle Communications immediately prior to the June, 1989,

meeting of the New York State Board of Regents to illumine the

use of innovative rhetoric as a response to a social

institution's actions. The texts I will analyze are advertise-

ments sponsored by Whittle Communications that appeared between

June 7th and June 15th, 1989, in The New York Times. To achieve
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these purposes, I will center my research on the following ques-

tions. How did Whittle Communications use these three strategies

of innovation to manage the issue? Morn generally, what message

features make an innovation accepted by a mass audience? Before

examining these advertisements within the context of issue man-

agement, some background about Whittle Communications and Channel

One is necessary.

Background of Channel One

Channel One functions in the format of a satellite broad-

casting service as a news service to schools. The Educational

Network is Whittle Communications' umbrella term for all program-

ming services offered. Along with Channel One, Whittle also

offers The Classroom Channel, a video service that gives teachers

access to supplementary video material for their lessons. and The

Educators' Channel, a video service designed to inform educators

about national trends in education. All three services are

offered in one package, and Channel One has received the most

opposition. The programming for Channel One is produced in New

York City, New York and transmitted to schools around the nation

before 6 a.m. Eastern Time to allow school personnel to review

it. Closed circuit television programming is then shown on

televisions mounted in each classroom in the school. Whittle

Communications donates the closed circuit equipment to the school

districts, after a three year period of showing the programming

in the schools. It estimates the value of equipment to be donat-

ed to each school at about $50,000. Corporate sponsorship sup-

ports the network programming. Programming for the Channel One

network runs twelve minutes with two minutes of commercials



interspersed within the programming. The commercials have been

the most controversial aspect of the programming for Channel One.

Educators around the nation have attacked Whittle and Channel One

for the commercialization of the classroom (Hammer, 1990, p. 53).

California, North Carolina, Louisiana, Rhode Island, Missouri,

Alabama, and Massachusetts currently are considering or have

considered measures that would prevent programming from the

Channel One network from being shown in these states. The inter-

action of mass communication and education is growing more preva-

lent due to the shortages of teachers in school districts around

the nation. The controversy that surrounds the Channel One

network reflects this growing trend in the nation's educational

system.

Channel One: The Focus Shifts

Channel One and its parent, Whittle Communications, origi-

nally had not seen their product, the actual progrardming to enter

into the schools, as controversial. Channel One's promotional

literature listed the "[e]nhancement of cultural literacy" (D.

Jarrard, Undated) as one of the main goals of the program. In

their corporate discourse, Whittle described America's students

as "deficient in their knowldge of world culture compared with

their peers in other nations" (D. Jarrard, Undated). Obviously,

one of the key goals Whittle, in the promotion of Channel One,

wanted to increase the knowledge American students had of the

world around them. The establishment and the growth of Channel

One and its programming also had the added benefit of letting

Whittle Communications control an entirely new, untapped market



for advertising, junior and senior high students.

Those who opposed Channel One were able to reshape the

public debate surrounding education into a debate attacking one

of the basic features of the Channel One programming the

advertising. The anti-Channel One forces defined a situation

that had the local classroom being transformed into each parent's

supermarket, only with 19-inch diagonal signs. Schools were

drawn as "marketplaces for ideas, not commercial turf" (Berry &

March, 1989, p. 35).

Whittle, then, 16st control of the issue that Channel One

and its programming were developed to solve. In a very important

sense, Channel One became the key issue of the public debate it

had been intending to solve. Within the context of issue manage-

ment, what can be learned from Whittle's public discourse to show

how those within the corporation attempted to manage the issue,

Channel One?

Channel One: Innovation and Regaining Ground

I have previously stated that Whittle used innovation as a

rhetorical strategy to manage Channel One. Cheney, Block, and

Gordon (1986) define innovation as "an idea, practice or object

perceived as new by the relevant unit of adoption" (p. 214).

Smith and Windes (1975) describe three strategies of an innova-

tional rhetoric. The first is denial of controversy. Rhetors

who practice this denial of controversy "must demonstrate that

the product of existing institutions is less, rather than more

satisfying. Advocates must criticize institutions and point to

areas of critical failure" (143-4). If a person, as an issue

manager, criticizes an institution, he/she must also remember
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that the institution must be persuaded to make the innovation

that he/she, as issue manager of a corporation, proposes. If the

rhetoric gets too harsh, the institution will be alienated and

the proposed innovation will be rejected. Denial of Controversy

is an important rhetorical aid in achieving this end and is

directly linked to Smith and Windes' second rhetorical strategy.

The second strategy is the practicing of subtle criticism of

existing institutions. Critics who practice this form of rheto-

ric must "emphasiz[e] that the proposed innovation is an addition

to, institutions rather than a substitute for, institutional

instruments ready at hand for meeting social needs" (Smith &

Windes, 1975, p. 144). Subtle criticism of existing institutions

is essential to the rhetoric of the innovator for many of the

same reasons outlined earlier. The innovator, in practicing this

subtle criticism, "must emphasize the weakness of traditional

institutions and the strength of traditional values" (Smith &

Windes, 1975, p. 144).

The third of the rhetorical strategies relates to the pro-

jection of a rhetorical vision.

"In an innovational movements' vision, the personae are

impersonal scenic elements which can be condemned for

eroding society's values. These elements are mute, for

no spokesman will arise to refute the condemnations.

If significant audiences come to view their scene

through the innovational movement's vision, the dramat-

ic imperative of the movement is met" (Smith & Windes,

1975, p. 144).
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In projecting a rhetorical vision, the innovator creates a fic-

tional, faceless scapegoat. A faceless scapegoat is required

because the innovator cannot directly attack the institution he

or she is attempting to change. The innovator must position him-

or herself in the debate with and within the institution. If the

scapegoat does not exist in reality, then the transference inher-

ent in the scapegoating process simply removes the 'guilt' from

society (Brummett, 1981). Whittle scapegoats members of the

educational institution who can net be named, those below the

organizational level of the Board of Regents. Edelman (1988)

writes "[t]he most potent and autocratic controls over individual

lives are, in fact, exercised by low-level, low-status staff

members whose anonymity protects them from criticism but also

deprives them of public credit for praiseworthy performances" (p.

54). This insular quality makes the lower-level members of the

educational institution a perfect group to scapegoat. People

within society know that the scapegoat exists, but no one has the

ability to name names. This attack on members of the educational

institutions begins with Whittle Communications' first ad of June

7, 1989.

Channel One: Last Chance

On Wednesday, June 7, 1989, Whittle places their first

advertisement in preparation for the controversy to come. This

ad is a highly visual ad, with a simple drawing of a curving road

going off into the sunset with an easily readable sign that says

"LAST CHANCE TO CRITICIZE CHANNEL ONE." This ad follows the use

of Smith and Windes' three innovational strategies of rhetoric.



Whittle addresses denial of controversy very clearly in the first

section of the advertisement. "[Elven critics of Channel One

acknowledge the dire need for exactly such a program" ("Last

Chance," 1989, p. A 28). Whittle attempts to address the con-

cerns of its' critics by stating "[w]e obviously believe that a

student news program without commercials is preferable to one

with them" ("Last Chance," 1989, p. A 28). Whittle ind4cectly

accuses the critics of Channel One of being unrealistic, in

stating "we also believe that a student news program without

commercial is preferable to no student news program at all"

("Last Chance," 1989, p. A 28).

Whittle criticizes existing institutions in this advertise-

ment, namely those who oppose Channel One. The case the critics

are arguing is seen as "becoming less and less convincing" ("Last

Chance," 1989, p. A 28). Their arguments are seen as flying in

the face of reason, what the voters want, and what parents want

for their children. This effectively reduces the amount of

people that the opponents of Channel One can claim as supporting

their argument.

Whittle uses 'his advertisement to project what it sees as

the value behind the programming of Channel One. Critics and

opponents of the programming are accused of not knowing or caring

about "how much teachers and students stand to gain by it. To us,

though, its [Channel One] value has always been tied directly to

that [how much teachers and students stand to gain]" ("Last

Chance," 1989. p. A 28).



Whittle uses this advertisement to attack the critics of the

services they intended for Channel One to provide to the schools

around the nation. Whittle establishes that the company is not

alone in its belief that F student news program is needed for the

nation's children. Whittle promises significant additions to

Channel One, giving critics "one last swipe at our program

[Channel One]. After tomorrow it will be a lot harder to put up a

roadblock" ("Last Chance," 1989, p. A 28). The roadblock would

apparently be easier to place than Chris Whittle and his company

imagined.

Channel One: The First Open Letter

Whittle Communications places the second advertisement was

on Tuesday, June 13, 1989. In this advertisement, Whittle uses a

classic example of Smith and Windes' (1975) innovational rheto-

ric. The first section of the advertisement follow. Smith and

Windes theme of denial of controversy.

Whittle establishes a controversy in the first sentence of

the advertisement "An Open Letter," within the rhetorical envi-

ronment. "I know you would agree that America's educational

system is in crisis. Our high dropout rates, low test scores

relative to those in other developed countries, and limited funds

call for new measures " ("An Open Letter," 1989, p. A 28).

Edelman (1988) states that a "crisis heralds instability; it

usually means that people must endure new forms of deprivation

for a time... No characteristic of any episode makes it the

precipitant of a crisis; it is apparently possible to elevate any

incident to that role" (p. 31). Then Whittle's depiction of a

crisis is a first step in the establishment of an innovational
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rhetoric. It is necessary for Whittle to depict America's educa-

tional system as being in a crisis in order to persuade the New

York State Board of Regents that they must endure "new forms of

deprivation" (Edelman, 1988, p. 31) The deprivation in this case

consists of the values of the Board of Regents.

Whittle then tries to place the Channel One debate into the

best possible position for the company. Obviously, this is a

major goal for any company's issue management strategy. To aid

in the hoped for adoption of Channel One, Whittle depicted the

potential adoption of all services offered as a "deci[sion that]

will have far-reaching consequences for education in New York"

("An Open Letter," 1989, p. A 28).

Whittle describes the combination of services provided by

Channel One's umbrella service, The Educational Network, as

"technology that today's schools cannot begin to afford" ("An

Open Letter," 1989, p. A 28). If schools "cannot begin to af-

ford" this technology, then there is no controversy, or at least

Whittle would like us to think so.

In the fifth paragraph of the advertisement Whittle makes

the first direct reference to innovation . "Pioneering educa-

tors" ("An Open Letter," 1989, p. A 28) are Pictured as applaud-

ing the promise of the program. Research and polls are cited to

reinforce Whittle's corporate viewpoint of a beneficent steam-

roller a wonderful idea which has a soall cost of only two

minutes a day. An added benefit of the innovation the corpora-

tion is proposing is that "weary New York taxpayers" would not

have to be asked to pay for the substantial improvements [of
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technology in schools similar to Channel One] ("An Open Letter,"

1989, p. A 28).

The second section of the advertisement is the shortest

section of the ad, two paragraphs. The section attacks the

existing social institution, but not the Board of Regents. The

advertisement attempts to separate the educational institution

from the New York State Board of Regents. In the sixth para-

graph, Whittle states "[s]ome educators abhor change" ("An Open

Letter," 1989, p. A 28). This statement and others indicate

Whittle's attempts to position the Board of Regents on their sid/

of the debate. A rhetor does want to include his opposition on

his/her side of the debate at times. If the rhetor is able to

create an environment which includes his/her potential opposi-

tion, then, that environment is drastically changed in favor of

the rhetor, making potential acceptance of that message easier.

To isolate opponents of Channel One, Whittle quotes "one of them"

as actually having "said 'If this new program is allowed to

succeed education would never be the same" ("An Open Letter,"

1989, p. A 28). This section is where Whittle makes their most

direct criticism of the educational institution. Their response

to this quote is to say: "Who would want education to remain the

same?" ("An Open Letter," 1989, p. A 28). By describing their

opponents as "these critics," "they," and opposing "alternative

solutions" ("An Open Letter," 1989, p. A 28) Whittle placed as

much rhetorical distance as possible between the Board of Regents

and the educational institution as a whole.

In the third section of the advertisement, Whittle exposes

the "real motives" ("An Open Letter, 1989," p. A 28) of their



critics. "They [the critics] are more interested in maintaining

their monopoly on the educational process. They want most to

keep innovators away from their turf" ("An Open Letter," 1989, p.

A 28). In this section, Whittle attacks the people who have the

responsibility to set standards for the educational processes of

the nation. In this projection of a rhetorical vision, Whitt13

conducts a full attack on the faceless scapegoat created in the

second section.

The second sentence "[w]e believe they are not, at least in

the case of The Educational Network, primarily concerned with the

welfare of students" (An Open Letter, 1989, p. A 28) highlights

the fact that Whittle considers their programming and ideas

innovative. This sentence is one of the most interesting in the

ad. It serves Whittle in two distinct ways. One way is it uses

the looseness of the language in the sentence to attack educators

for being territorial. This aids in the maintenance of the

rhetorical vision. The second allows Whittle to suggest that the

progress of innovation is being inhibited by the earlier men-

tioned critics. Whittle is claiming that, because it is innova-

tive, it has a right to be allowed to place Channel One in the

nation's schools. The faceless educators are depicted as not

having sole right to control what happens in the schools. Educa-

tion is too important to leave to the educators, in this view.

Later in the third section of the advertisement, Whittle

compares the situation at the time of the ad with the situation

the company previously experienced when dealing with educational

authorities in the state of California. Whittle makes every
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effort to appear reasonable, offering to provide a "thorough

briefing about The Educational Network... at any time" ("An Open

Letter," 1989, p. A 28). The advertisement presents the Board of

Regents with many options, all of which are dictated by Whittle.

Naturally, Whittle presents the possible decisions so as to best

benefit 1.:.e company.

Whittle presents the Board of Regents with four options.

The first is to "elect to support a new idea in a field that

sorely needs it" ("An Open Letter," 1989, p. A 28). This option

presents Channel One and its sister programs as being the best

possible choices and needed innovations. The second option is

for the Board to "allow local school systems to weigh the bene-

fits of The Educational Network for themselves" ("An Open

Letter," 1989, p. A 28). This option, while not Whittle's favor-

ite, would be a choice they could support with little harm to the

Whittle corporate structure. This would happen if the Board of

Regents chose to take no action on the Channel One matter.

The third choice Whittle presents was for the Board to

postpone action and gather more information on a project the

details of which, after all, were announced just last week" ("An

Open Letter," 1989, p. A 28). In some ways, this statement was

contradictory, not only to statements mentioned earlier in the

advertisement but to recent history surrounding Channel One es

well. Whittle had announced the details of Channe.1 One, includ-

ing its method of financing six months earlier than the present

date of this controversy. I am sure the programming idea had

much longer than six months on the Whittle drawing board. Obvi-



ously, this programming idea progressed past its "infancy" ("An

Open Letter," 1989, p. A 28).

The second apparent contradiction is in Whittle's use of the

phrase "the details of which, were announced, just last week"

("An Open Letter," 1989, p. A 28). Whittle promotes the program-

ming of Channel One, attacks its critics and then denigrates the

object of all of this controversy? That does not make good

sense. If an issue manager is attempting to promote a company

product, he or she does not allow statements onto company adver-

tisements which may cast doubts about the product being promoted.

In the final paragraph, Whittle concedes to the New York

State Board of Regents that Channel One and The Educational

Network are far from perfect. Channel One is presented to the

Board and the readers of the ad as "being off to a good start"

("An Open Letter," 1989, p. A 28). Whittle makes a final refer-

ence to the fact that they consider themselves innovators. "It

[Channel One] could also be a cornerstone for further innovation

in the educational world and that is of utmost importance to

future generations of students" ("An Open Letter," 1989, p. A

28). The Board is pictured in the advertisement as having a

massive responsibility in regards to the students of the nation.

Using innovational strategies of issue management, Whittle at-

tempts to shape these responsibilities to favor Whittle Communi-

cations.

Channel One: The Second Open Letter

On Thursday, June 15, 1989, Whittle puolishes their second

open letter. The first open letter is portrayed as an

13
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"address..." ("An Open Letter," 1989, p. D 32). The second

letter has a much more desperate tone. Events of the previous

week have not gone well for Whittle Communications. In the first

letter, Whittle asks no direct questions of the Board of Regents

other than .
what's the problem?" ("An Open Letter," 1989. p.

A 28). In the second letter, the tone of the corporate discourse

obviously shifts.

Chris Whittle is portrayed in this letter as "appealing to

you, [the Board of Regents) a higher authority, for hr'lp"

("Another Open Letter," 1989, p. D 32), and the company asks six

direct questions of the Board of Regents. The Board is asked to

examine the accuracy of the information in iis' internal analy-

ses, the basic moral justifications for these analyses, and the

use of obscure legalities versus actual student experience,

("Another Open Letter," 1989).

In the space of two days, Whittle appears ta have changed

strategies of issue management considerably. In the first open

letter, Whittle presented four options for action to the Board,

ranging from total and complete acceptance of Channel One to a

total and complete rejection of the same. In the second adver-

tisement, Whittle states its preferred goal as simply "an oppor-

tunity to present our case, unscreened by staff opinions and

uncolored by hyperbole, directly to you [the Board of Regentsj"

("Another Open Letter," 1989, p. D 32).

Whittle continues to use each of the three strategies of

innovation in the third advertisement. In the first paragraph of

the advertisement is a section that involves the idea of denial

of controversy. In this advertisement, as me,itioned earlier,



Whittle is appealing to the Board of Regents as "a higher author-

ity" ("Another Open Letter," 1989, p. D 32). The controversy

surrounding Channel One is painted as being below the concern of

the Board.

The second section of the advertisement starts with the

second paragraph of the ad. Chris Whittle states "[i]n the light

of yesterday's news reports regarding the department's under-

standing of The Educational Network, my concern has increased"

("Another Open Letter," 1989, p. D 32). Whittle then continues

this criticism, arguing the information supplied to the New York

State Department of Education and the Board of Regents is "mis-

taken" ("Another Open Letter," 1989, p. D 32). Those lower down

in the Department are also accused of supplying the Regents with

"far-fetched legal interpretations" ("Another Open Letter," 1989,

p. D 32). Some people who oppose Channel One are seen as using

these as attempt[s] to deter a project that they find threatening

for other reasons ("Another Open Letter," 1989).

The third section of the advertisement, projection of a

rhetorical vision, starts with the fourth paragraph. Whittle is

extending the idea of a rhetorical vision beyond a simple attack

on an unnamed, faceless, scapegoat. They ask for "The Education-

al Network [to] be judged primarily on the basis of what it

brings to the experience of students" ("Another Open Letter,"

1989, p. D 32). Whittle attacks "obscure legalities" ("Another

Open Letter," 1989, p. D 32) that have stood in the way of the

implementation of Channel One and its programming.

In the fifth paragraph, Whittle states that Channel One and



The Educational Network will continue on with or without the

participation of the New York state educational institution.

Whittle attempts to increase the pressure on the Board, saying

that "[t]he greater misfortune would be suffered by the state's

students and teachers, who would be deprived of this new national

resource" ("Another Open Letter," 1989, p. D 32). This statement

is another attempt to characterize Channel One and its program-

ming as an innovative technique which no one, particularly any

state's board of education, could stand in the way of its imple-

mentation.

The final section of the advertisement is a call for action

from Whittle Communications to the New York State Board of Re-

gents. In this section, Whittle takes a departure from the prior

use of innovative rhetoric. In the sixth paragraph, Whittle

shows events have taken a distinctly negative turn for the compa-

ny. It abandons two of the possibilities it attempted to maneu-

ver the Board of Regents into taking.

The first strategy dumped was the direct adoption of Channel

One by the Board. The second strategy abandoned was for the

board to allow individual school districts to make up their mind

on Channel One. Whittle stated "[wle do not seek an endorsement

by the Board of Regents this week. We doubt that you would feel

adequately prepared to take such a step" ("Another Open Letter,"

1989, p. D 32). Still following the ideas of innovational rheto-

ric, Whittle then asks "do you feel sufficiently informed to

condemn such a promising innovation?" ("Another Open Letter,"

1989, p. D 32).



In this call for action, Whittle attempts to portray itself

as a humble supplicant, who only asks for a fair hearing before

an impartial judge. It implies that if the Board only had the

'right' information, then the Board would "see the light" and

decide in favor of Channel One. Also, Whittle Communications

attempts to use an old maxim knowledge equals enlightenment

to its benefit. "[O]ur experience tells us that the more one

knows about The Educational Network, the more it is appreciated"

("Another Open Letter," 1989, p. D 32).

Whittle cites participating teachers, principals, adults who

hnve seen the programming, national polls, and leading educators

to show both the effectiveness of the program and to show that

Whittle is willing to adapt and listen to suggested changes. The

idea that the Board of Regents is not willing to change is im-

plied, with Whittle getting in one last bit of subtle criticism

of existing institutions Isn't it fair for us to ask the same

of you?" ("Another Open Letter," 1989, p. D 32).

Conclusion

"After tomorrow, it will be a lot harder to put up a road-

block" ("Last Chance," 1989, p A 28). That last sentence from

the advertisement Whittle Communications presented on June 7th,

1989, proved to be prophetic because on June 16, 1989, The New

York State Board of Regents "voted unanimously... to prohibit

commelcially sponsored television programs in the state's public

schools, dealing a severe blow to the company [Whittle] that

hopes to beam a daily news broadcast for teenagers into the

nation's classrooms" (Verhover, 1989, p. Al).



Whittle, in their advertisements, promotes Channel One as an

innovative technology which would bring knowledge of current

events into the classroom. The process of education is seen as

one which should be a partnership between the best the business

community could offer, in this case Whittle, and the best teach-

ers the school districts around the nation could offer.

Innovative rhetoric is a good source of rhetorical strate-

gies for a group or corporation attempting to position an item or

an issue within the public debate preceding adoption of that

particular issue. If-the corporation, Whittle, in this example,

senses that it is again losing control of the issue, then it may

be necessary for the corporation to again alter its rhetorical

strategies as Whittle did in their second Open Letter. Whittle

uses innovative rhetoric to fire one of the first shots attempt-

ing to redefine the uses of television within the nation's educa-

tional curriculum. Because of companies like Whittle Communica-

tions, and its major competitor for school news shows, Cable News

Network, "students ... are learning to analyze television and the

other media that pervade their lives" (Rothenberg, 1990, p. A 1).

Certainly, from the perspective of issue management, the use

of innovational strategies of rhetoric was not a total success

for Whittle Communications. The company did not get their pro-

gramming accepted by the Board of Regents. Whittle, however, did

shape much of the public debate surrounding the issue of commer-

cially sponstred news broadcasts in the nation's public schools.

Whittle Communications says it has persuaded 5,761 schools

in 45 states to show its programming in their classrooms (Rothen-

berg, 1990. p. A 1). The Cable News Network, as of February,

18
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1990, claimed approximately 6,700 schools affiliated with its

show, CNN Newsroom (Hammer, 1990, p. 52-53). News programming in

the nation's schools is here to stay. The companies who provide

this programming, in order to grow, will find the use of an

innovational rhetoric a helpful aid in their issue management

strategies.
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An open letter to the
Members of the NewYork State

Board of Regents:

I know you would agree that America's educa-
tional system is in crisis. Our high dropout rates, low test
scores relative to those in other developed countries,
and limited funds call for new measures.

This week you may be asked to consider just such
a new idea The Educational NeMork. What you de-
cide will have farreaching consequences for educa
lion in New York.

The Educational Network will bring the state an
impodant new set of resOurces. Channel One will pro-
vide daily news programs designed for teenagers
The Classroom Channel will give teachers Occess to
1,000 hours of video material per year to supplement
their instruction. The Educators' Channel will inform
teachers and administrators about trends and events
in their profession.

And The Educational Network is even morethsin
these new channels, It is technology that today's
schools cannot begin to afford. In New York State
aione, it would provide thousands of satellite dishes,
television sets, ar?d sophishcated recording systems.

Pioneering educators in test cihes have hailed the
prOjecrs promise. Research indicates that it helps Oil
dents learn. Polis .,I low that 8 j.drents want it in
their teenagers' schools. And you do not have to ask
weary New York taxpayers to foot the bill. Insteod. two
minutes of sponsor messages a day mokes the entire
system free to schools

So what's the problem?
Some educators abhor chonge. While so many

students are falhng through the cracks in our educa-
tional system, these advocates of the status quo deny
the staggering problems in knerican schools. On no-
tiond tele*Non recently, one of them actually said, "If
thls new program is allowed to succeed, education
will never be the some." Who would wcynt education to
remain the same?

These critics say schools should be free of sponsor
messages. Ignoring the loci that much educational
material is already made available in elinctly this
fashion. They say companies that provide school ser-
vices should not make profits, forgetting that textbook
publishers are- not philanthropists. But worst of all.

Sr-- r
Jr. T C AVIZILL: '31

these critics do not offer realistic alternative plans to
bring these programs and technology to students. In
our experience, the people who have been most
yehemently opposed to The Educational Network
hove been the least interested in alternative solutions

The weakness of their criticism unveils tareaI
motives We Dew= they are not, at least in the case of
The Educotionol NeMork, primarily comer' Id with
the welfare of students. They are more inte ed in
maintaining their monopoly on the educatic....al pro-
cess. They want most to keep innovators away from
their turf

These critics have made and will continue to
make efforts to persuade you to condemn The Educo
frond NeMork And, especially if you are provided
with incomplete or biased information, they may suc-
ceed. This harRnd in Cahforno; sadle.emPIWIPents
there, the sta e attempted to ban a program before its
specifics had even been announced. If you would like
a thorough briefing about The Educationol NeMork,
please advise us ond we will provide it at ony time

This week the New York State Board of Regents has
mony options

You could elect to support a new idea in a field
that sorely needs it

You could allow local school systems to weigh the
benefits of The Educational Nohnork for themselves

You could postpone action and gather more in-
formation on a project the details of which, after all.
were announced lust last week

Or you could condemn a program still in its in
fancy We believe this course would be tragic ond
premature

The Educational NeMork is far from perfect. What
we have developed is in ds early stages and, as such.
is easy prey for detractors But the evidence su000sh
lhat it is off to a good start II successful. il would bring
vast amounts of new technology and programming
Into the service of education It could also be a corner
stonr for fur thei ii ovution en the educational world
and that is of utmost importance to future generations
of Muclents.

Thank you for your consideralon

Sincerely.

Chris Whittle
Chairman. Whittle Communications
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Mother open letter to the
Members of the Newtfork State

Board of Regents:

On TuesdoV addressed the members of the
Board of Regents in an open letter Published in the
newspaper. I did so because I believe a millet of
great IITIOOft01101 to the students of New Nbrk has
not received a fok and complete hearing from the
staff of Itl Education Deportment. I was appeal-
ing to you. a higher author,* for help. I am writing
today to appeal to you WW1.

in the light of yesterday's news reports ripped-
ing the department's understanding of Me Educo
bond Network. my concern has increased. A
deportment staff member Is quoted as saying that
Chow* One ow dolly news program for teen-
owls. would be mondalarY viewina for students-
Thot is completely incorrect. During a widely cay-
end news conference in New Nbrk last week, we
announced that this requirmnt had been
dropped on the advice of eduootors across the
countnc If the department is mistaken concerning
such a crucial and well-publiclai Item, how ac-
curate is the rest of the information in ns analysis?

Other repo s yesterday showed that far-
fetched legal were being offered
to the Board of Regents as roodblocia to Me &b.
cationdNeMork. One deportment lawyer said the
prolect might be unconstitutional. Is it really plausi-
bee ihat a news program for teenagers violates the
New Nark Stale Constitution? Or Is Ihis Sewn opinion
sertPlY on attempt to deter a project that some end
threatening for other reasons?

And. more to the point. shouldn't The kW"
tiond Network be judged primarily on the bosis ci
what It brings to the eminence of students? isn't
that mon Important than obscure legoiltles?

LEST WY

3 2

Although we would regret a lock of perticipo-
non on the port of Now Nbrk Slate. The Educational
Network will succeed. The greater misfortune
would be suffered by the state's students and
teachers, who would be deprived of this new
notional resource.

We do not seek an endorsement by the Board
of Regents thls week. We clOubt that you would feel
adequately prepored to take such a step. But do
you feel sufficiently informed to condemn such a
promising innovation?

What we want Is an opportunity to present our
case, unscreened by staff opinions and unoziored
by hyPerbole, direOtty to you. We would Welcome
your tough scrutimt Ws would gladly ogees to any
form cif public hearing.

V4 ask you to shine a bright light on what we
have created. Not simply because we aro proud
of It, but because our experience tells us that 1M
more one knows about Me Educational NNW% .:.
the more it ls aParedidted.

Each day during our fiVO;s4liek fold the ctol-
ect. $4.1000r, from Pdffictialing teachers and prin.-
cipals grew. A national poll shows that adults
favor the concept of our plan by many two to one:
after they see actual programs. fhek approval rat-
ing soors to six to one. leading educators wtro
have watched class* Css events unfolded are re-
WON:MS too. Though stopping short of full sup-
port. they havoacknowleciged the progreu we've
modeand have noted how closely and how sin-
cerely we have listened.

in't it fair for us to ask thesorne of you?
thank you again for your conicieration.

Sincere*

Chris Whiffle
Chokmon. Whittle Communications
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